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ABSTRACT 

The SLAC 2.2-m streamer chamber has been used to study photoproduction 

from hydrogen with a 16-GeV bremsstrahlung beam. The use of a single-hadron 

trigger permitted a study from 2 - 16 GeV which included photoproduction of the 

A* and of the vector mesons p , w, and Cp. The sample reported here represents 

87,000 pictures containing 7,055 hadronic events of which about 2,500 were above 

5 GeV. Interesting aspects of the data are: the dominance of p’_production in 

the S-prong topology at high energies; the diffraction character of high energy P” 

production; the clear indication of the transversality of the PO spin orientation; 

the apparent interference between the resonant r+~- ( p”) production and a non- 

resonant background. Tests of the vector dominance model are described including 

a comparison of total photoproduction cross sections derived from our data with 

those obtained elsewhere by direct measurements. 

I 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In studies of multibody photoproduction, the problems of accidental co- 

incidences and of aperture biases make it desirable, and in some cases even 

essential, to use a large-solid-angle detection system. The accidentals 

problem is accentuated at machines, such as linear accelerators, which have 

a small duty cycle. While our group at SLAC was working on the design of a 

large-solid-angle detector, we learned of the successful operation of streamer . 

chambers by Alilthanian et al. 1 and Chikovani et al. 2 
-- -- and decided to develop 

a very large streamer chamber magnet system to yield approximately 47r de- 

tection efficiency for photoproduction events. This article is a report on the 

first experiment performed with the SIAC two-meter streamer chamber. 

The experimental setup is indicated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The streamer 

Ghamber was located in the one-meter-high, two-meter diameter gap of a 

450 -ton electromagnet. A collimated low-intensity bremsstrahlung beam of 

less than l/2 cm diameter passed through a 1.25-cm--diameter tube of 50 p 

wall thickness containing hydrogen gas pressurized to 4 atmospheres absolute 

and mounted in the upper half of the neon-helium volume. Hadronic events 

were detected by an array of scintillation counters located on the beam-exit 

side of the magnet, and photographs of the triggered chamber were taken in 

three-camera stereo through the open upper pole of the magnet. 

In the experiment reported here, 87,000 pictures were taken containing 

7,055 hadronic events in a large number of channels. About 2,500 of these 

were above 5 GeV, but a significant fraction had one or more neutral particles 

and were difficult to analyze, Preliminary results of the analysis of this ex- 

periment have been reported earlier. 3 
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II. EXPlZRLMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. Streamer Chamber 

Momentum resolution of a few percent is necessary for reasonable kinematic 

fitting and mass determination at high energies, while the accuracy expected of 

a streamer track is of the order 0.5 mm in real space. These considerations 

led to the design and construction of a chamber having a sensitive volume 2-m 

long, 1.5-m wide, and 60-cm deep with an electrode structure 4:m long, 3-m 

wide, and 70-cm deep. Streamer formation requires electric fields of about 

20 kV/cm and lo-ns duration; the chamber described here requires pulses of 

600 kV lasting less than the transit time from one end of the chamber to the 

other. The production and application of such a pulse was our most serious 

technical problem. 

In A sii”earner chamber one is attempting to produce a series of small 

streamers about 1 mm indiameter and 5 to 10 mm long centered on the original 
., 

particle path. When a high-voltage pulse is applied to a neon-helium volume 

through which an ionizing particle has passed, ion multiplication occurs, and 

a Townsend avalanche is formed by electrons cascading in the direction of the 

positive high-voltage plate. When the ion density and rate of ion formation are 

sufficiently high, photoionization becomes the dominant process, and streamer 

formation occurs at both ends of the ionized region. It is during the streamer 

formation stage that appreciable light is produced; sin.ce streamers grow at a 

rate of order 1 mm/ns, as compared with 1 mm/l0 ns for avalanches, the 

pulse duration is critical, and pulses of order 10 ns are required. 

As suggested by Chikovani et al. , 2 the problem of producing a high-voltage -- 

pulse of short duration is best handled by separating the high-voltage-gencrntor 

and pulse-shaping functions. In our case the high voltage was produced by a 
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hi’1 I,i ;;klgt? AqarX ;~CnL!I’;ll !J1’ I ,:ICVI at 1. :1 MV ~‘.IICII cllaI*gcd to of: 40 kV. 

The output with ti 150-ns charging time, was used to charge the intermediate 

electrode of a Blumlein line. 5 Near the peak of the Marx pulse, the Blumlein 

spark gap broke down by overvoltage producing a pulse of 4-ns risetime. The 

duration -10 ns of the Blumlcin pulse was twice the transit time of the charging 

element in oil and could be varied by substituting charging elements of different 

length. The virtue of the Blumlein, as compared with other pulse-shaping net- 

works, is that it produces a “rectangular” pulse with the full charging voltage. 

The use of a single gap in the Blumlein, instead of the 17 gaps of the Marx 

generator, permits a small inductance and hence a fast rise. In practice the 

generator was charged to about & 20 kV, and the Blumlein pulse was then about 

SO,0 IrV. 

As indicated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3: the Blumlein pulse was applied to a 

central electrode separating the upper and lower 30-cm gaps of the streamer 

chamber. The outer electrodes were at ground potential and were joined at the . . 

sides to make an lnclosed-line configuration which reduced the otherwise large 

amount of rf radiation from the fast pulse. Since the electrode dimensions were 

comparable with the product of pulse duration times velocity, the chamber was 

driven as a transmission line and was terminated with a distributed impedance 
\ 

of 23 fI . 

In the visible region of the chamber the three electrodes consisted of 

stainless steel wires 0. 25 mm in diameter and spaced about 5 mm apart. The 

neon-helium gas was contained in cells with polyurethane walls and top and 

bottom windows of 2-mil Mylar. An example is shown in Fig. 4. The strenmcr 

chamber dcvelopmcnts at SLAC arc described in detail in a SLAC report and 

have been summarized in various conference proceedings. 6 
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13. Camera System 

A major problem in the use of streamer chambers is that very little 

light is emitted. This is coupled to the fact that the chambers do not saturate 

since they are not loaded by streamers. As a result special film with high 

acutance and sensitivity to neon light is required. In the experiment reported 

here, Kodak special order SO-340 film was used with Zeiss Planar l.enses and 

with lens apertures of F2. A demagnification of 70 yielded a reasonable depth of 

field and allowed us to use a 35-mm sprocketed film format. - 

Events were photographed by three cameras mounted 4 m above the 

chamber with vertical lens axes and a stereo angle of 18’. For the F2 lens 

apertures, vignetting occurred at about this angle. The locations of events 

in the magnetic field were determined with the aid of 25 fiducials on a marble 

plate pinned to the lower magnet pole and 2 upper fiducials supported by granite 

beams attached to the four vertical flux-return columns of the magnet. Figures 

5 and G show typical photographs. 
4 

C. Magnet 

The magnet was designed to allow access to the field region from all sides. 

There was no upper pole so that the chamber could be viewed and photographed 

from above. Seven double coils were installed above the l-m magnet gap and 

three around the lower pole tip to produce an approxima.tely symmetric field. 

The coils were formed of 2.5-cm x 3. 75-cm copper tubing wrapped with fiber 

glass and vacuum impregnated with epoxy to form double pancakes. 

Each of the top and bottom plates of the magnet was laminated from two 

separable plates weighing less than 50 tons each to facilitate assembly and 

later modification. The magnet weighed approximately 450 tons of which 50 

tons were the coils. The entire detection system, including magnet, streamer 
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chamber and drive system, cameras, trigger counters, and fast electronics, 

was assembled as a unit outside of the beam line and was moved into the beam 

on rails. Once in place, the magnet and peripheral gear were elevated to the 

proper beam height by four jacks, and the final alignment was made. 

During the experiment reported here, the 5. S-MW magnet power supply 

was limited by transformer failures and produced a field of only 8 kG. The 

field distribution in the central region is shown in Fig. 7. 

D. Trigger Electronics 

The experiment was intended as a survey and was designed to be triggered 

by any charged hadron leaving the magnet in the forward -15’ cone. The 

principal background for false triggers was from electromagnetic interactions: 

The pair cross section is approximately 200 times larger than the total hadronic 

cross section, and the Compton cross section is large enough to cause many 

false triggers from the numerous low-energy photons in a bremsstrahlung 

spectrum. . . 

To reduce the’triggers from pairs, which occur mainly at small angles, 

the trigger counters were separated by a 20-cm horizontal gap in the beam 

plane. Very few high-energy Compton electrons were produced, and low-energy 

electrons were swept aside by the magnetic field. The background from 

materializing Compton photons was minimized by placing as little material 

as possible before the first plane of trigger counters and by making this plane 

only 6-mm thick. 

The trigger counters were arrayed in four vertical planes perpendicular 

to the photon beam lint. Polyethylene sheets 1 inch thick were placed between 

the counter planes to reduce the number of soft electrons that could penet,rate. 

In addition, approximately two radiation lengths of lead were introduced between 
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the second and third layers and l-1/2 radiation lengths between the third and 

fourth layers to make it possible to identify showers from high-energy 

electrons. The trigger logic required a pulse from each layer and no large 

pulse from the last two layers of a triggering zone. The counters formed a 32-zone 

hodoscope covering an area two feet high and eight feet wide above the beam and a 

similar area below. A proper four-fold coincidence in any zone caused the 

chamber to fire. This allowedthe rejection of triggers from electrons without 

the rejection of hadronic events with 7r’l.s. 

A problem with a streamer chamber is the pickup from electromagnetic 

radiation when the chamber fires. This was reduced many orders of magnitude 

by completely enclosin, m the chamber high-voltage electrode; nevertheless, ad- 

ditional shielding of the counters and cabling was required. The firing of the 

streamer c!lnmber took place about 750 11s after the trigger logic had functioned. 

and multiple redundant gates throughout the logic provided additional rf protection. 

The ratio of pictures to hadronic events was reduced by the trigger system 
4 

from several hundred to one with no trigger to about 12 to one. A complete re- 

moval of electromagnetic backgrounds would have resulted in ratio of about 

three to one, as the target hydrogen in the chamber volume was about one-third 

the total effective material in the beam line near the counter system. Some of 

the false triggers came from Compton scattering in the Mylar windows and 

helium gas bag near the trigger counters, but a large fraction apparently came 

from showers of soft photons originating in the upstream beam line. A relatively 

small number of false triggers were from pairs; the shower rejection reduced 

the false trigger rate by only about lo?,. In a subsequent run with the hydrogen 

gas target pressurized to 6.5 atmospheres absolute, it has been possible to re- 

duce the ratio of pictures to hadronic events to about 4.5 to one. 
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A syccial effort was made to produce a well-collimated photon beam. 

Since particle trajectories inside the hydrogen target tube were not seen, it 

was essential that the target and beam diameter be small. Moreover, even 

with high pressure (-4 atmospheres absolute) hydrogen, the target walls, 

flanges, and neon-helium gas were much thicker in radiation lengths than the 

hydrogen; thus beam halo had to be reduced to a minimum. 

The photon beam line and radiator area are shown in Fig. 8.- l3asically 

the system consisted of a point radiator, a source-defining collimator C-l, 

the primary collimator C-2, and two scraping collimators C -3 and C-4, which 

do not intercept the primary photon envelope. The electron beam from the ac- 

celerator was momentum analyzed to less than 1% momentum width, was focused 

at the collimator C-2, and after striking the radiator was deflected to a beam 

dump by a magnet syst,em. The beam at the radiator was essentially parallel 

since the beam phase space was less than 10 -5 radian-ems. The radiator itself . . 

was 1 mm in dianlleter and 0.25 p thick, and was suspended on three 10-p wires 

of stainless steel. 

The first collimator C-l was located 17 meters beyond the radiator and 

consisted of 20-radiation length horizontal and vertical copper jaws in tandem; 

the openings and centering could bc separately varied. The source-defining 

collimator was followed by a sweeping magnet in which was located a beam 

hardener of one radiation length Li1-I. Following the hardener, the beam pro- 

cceded 30 meters to a second collimator, C-2, consisting of a l-mm-diameter 

hole in GO radiation lengths of tungsten. The centering of this hole and of 

several others in the same tungsten block could be remotely adjusted. Pollow- 

ing the two primary collimators, the beam proceeded 30 meters to a scraping 
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collimator, C-3, similar in design to C-2, with a nominal diameter of 5 mm. 

A second scraping collimator C-4 was fixed in a location 15 mctcrs beyond 

C-3 and had a nomitil hole diameter of 10 mm. 

A laser beam transmitted by C-2, C-3 and C-4 was used to align the 

hydrogen target tube and was traced to the entrance window of the quantameter 

some 39 meters beyond the center of the streamer chamber. The photon beam 

itself was used to check the alignment at the beginning of the run. Final checks 

of the beam centering were made by studying the trigger rate and by visually 

monitoring backgrounds in the streamer chamber for different centering values 

of C-2 and C -3. The response was normally independent of the C-2 and C-3 

settings for values within a few tenths of 1 mm of beam center. 

The photon beam was monitored in a quantameter calibrated to a few tenths 

of 1% with electron and positron beams and the SLAC Faraday cup. 7 The 

quantameter drift with no beam corresponded to less than 100 equivalent quanta 

per second assuming a standard 95% Argon-5% CO2 gas filling. Since the beam 
I 

intensity was over 100 equivalent quanta per pulse at 180 cycles per second, the 

effect of drift was normally less than + 1%. The quantameter was operated at 

ambient temperature and pressure, and the gain was not corrected for changes 

in these quantities. Considering the various factors mentioned, we have esti- 

mated an overall uncertainty for the experiment of 2 2.5%. 

The photon beam was also monitored by a thin scintillation counter directly 

in front of the quantamcter. The signal from this counter was displayed on an 

oscilloscope to indicate beam time-structure, and it was frequently used in 

beam tune-up as an instantaneous current monitor. 

The streamer chamber system was insensitive for about 0.3 seconds after 

each firing; the beam lost during this deadtime period was dctermincd by count- 

ing pulses in the above-mentioned scintillator. It was necessary to measure the 
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cncrgy spectrum of the photon bcanl since the well-known brcmsstrahlun;: 

spectrum could be affected by collimator edges and particularly by the beam 

hardener. The hardener was installed in a 15-kG field to reduce secondary 

radiation; its location 45 meters upstream of the primary collimator C-2 also 

reduced any such low-energy contamination. 

The photon spectrum was checked by measuring the energies of pairs 

produced in the hydrogen gas target tube. It was essential to use pairs which 

did not trigger the chamber since the trigger counters were inteiitionally biased 

against pairs. An unbiased sample could be obtained with a trigger timed to occur 

during an accelerator pulse and not derived from the trigger logic, but in this 

experiment we used pairs found in frames containing hadronic events. The 

chance of a non-triggering hadronic event occurring randomly on a frame 

triggered by a positron-electron pair was negligible. 

All frames containing hadronic events were scanned for pairs within the 

same fiducial volume used for..hadrons. A difficulty in this scan was the possible 
I 

confusion of pairs with events when neither vertex was seen; thus pairs visible 

within a region extending 17.5 cm downstream of the hadronic vertex were not 

used. It was essential to study the pair spectrum as a function of the position 

in the fiducial volume since high-energy pairs were often missed in the down - 

stream end of the chamber due to the unseen vertex. 

The pair spectrum obtained with appropriate corrections for fiducial volume 

is shown in Fig. 9. An enhancement of the low-energy region would be expected 

if there were problems related to collimator edges or the use of a beam hardener. 

Within the statistical accuracy of the sample, the agreement with the predicted 

l3ethe-Heitler spectrum is satisfactory. 
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The total photon intensity determined from the pair scan was compared 

with that measured by the quantameter. Pairs were assumed to provide a 

random sample of the intensity during operation, and the attenuation of low- 

energy (< 50 MeV) photons by the beam hardener was neglected since only the 

total energy was measured by the quantameter. Ea.ch 120-meter roll of film was 

analyzed separately and represented roughly a one-hour sample of the total 

run. Beam instability would cause a second-order error due to the fact that 

more samples were made at times of high intensity than at low intensity. Since 

the beam was monitored continuously, an increase of no more than 5% in the 

pair yield was expected. A correction was made to the pair rate because the 

chamber sometimes fired before the 1.5 ps accelerator beam pulse was over. 

In addition, there was occasional difficulty in distinguishing hadronic events 

from two or more pairs. 

After all corrections were made, the pair yield between 1 and 16 GeV, 

determined from a sample of 200 events, was 85% of that calculated from the 
I 

quantameter. Since the pair analysis was estimated to involve a net systematic 

error of about lo%, this agreement was considered satisfactory. The quanta- 

meter data, which were accurate to + 2.5%, were used in the final cross- 

section calculations. 

III. ANALYSIS 

A. Film Scanning 

Two independent scans were made and about one frame in twelve contained 

a hadronic event. A strong interaction could be distinguished by the angle of 

emission of the tracks and by the requirement that there be one more positive 

than negative track. The problem was complicntcd by the lack of a visible 
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:‘~!l’t(‘:l :!;:I iI?, t.11c l,l'C ‘:;t’i\<:c or l’la!~;~:-~ i11 the chnmbcr. Typical frames arc 

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The lack of a vertex caused occasional pairs to be 

included wrongly in events, and these were removed in the manner to be de- 

scribed. The flares often obscured the vertex region and could have caused 

a scanning bias. As a result a cut was made on all events with tracks of dip- 

angle x greater than 45’. This is also discussed in more detail below. 

Scanning was relatively easy since there was less than one background 

pair per picture. The statistical efficiency from two scans was 0.99. 

Systematic scanning errors were undoubtedly present for certain event con- 

figurations, and these were estimated to result in a loss of 5%. The scanning 

statistics were as follows: 

Photographs scanned 87,000 

Events found 7,055 

Ambiguous events 993 

Only one view 21 

One prohg 687 

3 and more p:ongs 5,074 

Strange particles 280 

B. Film Measuring and Spatial Reconstruction 

Events were measured on an image-plane digitizer at 3 to 15 points per 

track in each of three views. Camera positions were located by measuring 

twelve lower fiducials and two upper fiducia.ls. Three fiducials were used for 

ordinary event reconstruction. Lens errors for each measured point r. in the 

film plane were compensated by assuming a radial distortion of the form 

r=r 0 - cy sin3 y 

where y is the angle between r o and the optic axis. 
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Since the vertex was not’observcd and the magnetic field was very non- 

uniform, a fitting program SYBIL 8 was dcvcloped for the gcomctrical rccon- 

struction of the events. All tracks were fitted simultaneously; the errors for 

the different tracks were not independent, and the annl.ysis produced a cor- 

related error matrix. The exact particle trajectories were used instead of an 

helical approximation. The resulting geometrical fits were consistent with 

an average measuring error on film of 8-p in eachcoordinate direction. The 

8-p error corresponds to 0.56 mm in real space. 

Figure 10 shows a histogram of the geometric standard deviations of 

3 prong events reconstructed by SYBIL. All events which did not pass SYBIL 

were remeasured, and after two measurements, 4,460 of 5,074 events passed. 

About 2.5% did not converge, and the remainder were rejected for technical 

reasons. Strange particles, one-prongs, and events with greater than nine 

prongs were not measured. In the 4,460 events which passed SYBIL there were: 

3,182 I, 3 prongs 
I 

1,025 5 prongs 

221 7 prongs 

32 9 prongs 

For a more complete discussion of the performance and resolution of a streamer 

chamber see Ref. 8. 

C. Determination of the Vertex Position 

The error in the vertex position trnnsvcrse to the beam was less than 

0. 5 mm in real space. The error along the beam direction del~ndcd strongly 

on the event type since high-energy particles frequently did not lcavc the 

target for several centimeters. The largest error was in the vertical CO- 

ordinate, about L 2 mm caused by the N 18’ stereo angle. 
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‘l’o test whttthc~’ the bwm struck the 50 p My1a.r wall of the target tube, 

events were plotted (Fig. 11) as a function of vertex position along the line 

of viewing (vertical coordinate) and along an orthogonal line also perpendicular 

to the beam direction. The profiles are consistent with beam dimensions of 

6 mm and 3 mm respectively. The absence of any accumulation of events at 

the wings of the beam profile distribution confirms that the beam was not 

s tr ilting the Mylar. 

D. Contamination OS Events by Pairs 

When a pair vertex occurred very close to a 3-prong event vertex, the 

configuration could be mistaken for a fi-prong event in both scanning and 

measuring steps. Figures 12a-c summarize an analysis of the tracks of all 

5 -prong C?WJltS. Figure 12a shows the tracks with no angular cut, while 

Fig. 12~ shows all tracks in those events in which both the smallest-angle 

positive and the smallest-angle nega.tive tracks have A and $ angles of less 

than 40 mr where h is again the dip angle, and C$ is the angle between the track 
# 

and the beam direction projected onto the horizontal plane. From such cuts 

we have found 76 3-prong events falsely identified as 5-prongs and 27 s-prongs 

falsely identified as 7-prongs. This is the same ratio as that of the 3-prong 

to the s-prong events identified as such. Morcovcr: the events identified in 

this way had the same percentage of kinematic fits as the classes to which 

they bvere assigned. Finally, the pairs detected in association with thcsc 

events had an energy distribution above 3 GeV con?palible with a 1~~c~rn~;st1~al~lun~ 

E. Kinematk Dctcrminntion __- -. 

Aiter the rtlcot~stl-uct.ion of moincntn. and an::les of the pnrticlcs, the: 

events were subjcctcd to the constraints of energy and momentum consej~vatjon 

in a least-square procctlurc TEUTA. 8 Since the energy of a particular photo11 
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in the brc~rrlsstrahlung spectrum was unknown, complctcly visible final states 

resulted in fits having 3 constraints (3-C fits) if the identity of each particle 

was assumed. A single missing neutral with assumed identity (TO, neutron) 

led to a zero-constraint (O-C) kinematic fit. A fit was defined by conservation 

of energy and momentum to less than 10 -4 GeV with X2 < 30. In 3-C events 

the particle identity could be determined from the fit; in O-C events the distinction 

between proton and positive pion generally could not be made kinematically 

(assuming a missing TO) , nor could one be sure that any of the tracks were 

protons (missing neutron). Ionization information was used to restrict the 

choices in about 2070 of the O-C events. Since there was an 80% probability of 

having more than one neutral,‘further analysis of O-C events was very difficult. 

The S-prong events were fitted with the appropriate 3-C and O-C pion 

and kaon hypotheses. (For 5-prong and 7-prong events the choice of hypotheses 

was of course much greater.) 

The probability distribution of the 3-C events showed an accumulation of 
. . 

low probability fits. Errors for low-momentum tracks were underestimated 

since multiple scattering and energy loss in the Mylar and gas were neglected. 

The measurement error assumed for such events should be increased. This has 

been checked by increasing the assumed measurement error in discrete steps 

and observing the increase in the number of events satisfying 3-C fits. A 

plateau was reached beyond which furt,her increases in the assumed measure- 

ment error did not increase the number of fitted events having X2 probability 

of greater than 1%. At that point few O-C event,s had entered the low-probability 

category for 3-C events. 

A further test of kinematically selcctcd events was made by studying the 

mass-squared distribution of the incident photon given by 

2 2 
mY = ‘5 I 

Lpi - Jpc 
2 

i proton I 
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where t lx Pi are the four vecto. ‘$5 of fhc outgoin:: Izlrticlc:: in the reaction. 

Figure 13 is a plot of 
6 

for X2 < 30 and for X2 > 30. The value of 30 was 

determined empirically by decreasing the acceptable X2 until the M; peak be- 

gan to appear in the high-X2 plot. The cut for X2 > 30 resulted in the same 

number of events as that given by the variation in assumed measuring error 

and was the actual criterion used for all data. The small number of solutions 

incompatible with the ionization information were rejected. 

IV. TRIGGER 

A. Counter Efficiencies 

AND GEOMETRIC EFFICIENCIES - 

The streamer chamber was fired by any particle passing through a 

counter hodoscope located down-beam from the chamber. As described 

‘earlier, the hodoscope consisted of four layers in coincidence covering two 

areas 60 cm by 240 cm above and l.xiow a 20 cm gap in the central plane. 

To check trigger efficiency, tracks from events of‘over 2 GeV were extrapolated 

from the measurCd trajectories in the streamer chamber to the position of the 

trigger counters. 

Figure 14 is a plot showing the position of interception at the trigger 

counters of those events in which only one track intercepted the trigger 

counters plus a 30inch border. There are no obviously insensitive regions 

in this plot nor in similar plots for other classes of events; we assume, 

therefore, that the counters were operntin g normally and that their efficiencies 

were high enough to permit a meaningful correction of about 2Y0 per counter 

plane to be made for the monitored counter instabilities. 

B. Geometrical Efficiencies 

The greater concentration of events near the center of Fig. 14 suggests 

that geometrically a rcasonablc sample of all possible events was obtained. 
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In particulaL’, if a positive particle was emitted to Ihc right in a magnetic 

field t!lat swept to the left, it would have had a much greater chance of 

triggering than the same particle emitted to the left. The magnetic field 

thus insured that the sample contained a significant number of events in 

which the angle between the beam line and the track direction was large. 

The existence of a subsample of large-angle events, appropriately weighted, 

implies a relatively large effective solid angle for the triggering system. 

Flares were frequently observed in the chamber in association with 

steep tracks approximating the direction of the pulsed electric fie1.d. Streamers 

tended to coalesce when the dip angle ?, was large, and an intense discharge 

could then occur along the track. The charge deposited on the Mylar windows 

of the neon-helium cells accumulated until a surface breakdown or flare was 

formed. 

In correcting for flares associated with steep tracks, we have used the 

intrinsic symmetry about the, beam axis that is characteristic of events pro- 

duced by unpolari(zed bremsstrahlung. Since the dip angle A coincides with 

the production angle 8 in the particular case of tracks originating in the planet 

containing the beam and the vertical axis (@= + 90’ where dj is the angle of 

rotation of the track about the beam line), it then suffices to compare the 

distributions in 8 for tracks near the vertical beam plane ($2 &90°) and for 

tracks near the horizontal beam plane (fi2.0’ or 180’) ; the ratio of the two 0 

distributions gives directly the efficiency as a function of dip angle: 

= 0’ 4 40’ or 180’ + 40’ 

The data plotted in Fig. 15 indicate that the probability of missing a track in- 

creases rapidly after 1 AI > 45’ . 
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C. Trig;;: I‘ and Gcomcstric E:fiicic~1t(:y Corrections -- - 

The method used in correcting the trigger and geometric efficiencies 

depended essentially upon the rotational (r//) symmetry of events about the 

beam axis, and the same method applied in both cases. Because of scanning 

and measuring inefficiencies, only events having h ~45’ for all tracks were 1 I 

used. Each event in this sample was rotated through 360’ in N successive 

intervals A(ll (N = 36). At each interval three operations were performed: 

1. A function t(tij) was assigned a value 1 or 0 depending-upon whether 

or not at least one track in the event extrapolated to give a “virtuall’ hit at 

the counter array. 

2. The product. f($bj) = 1[l E (hi) , was calculated where e (Ai) was the 

geometrical efficiency for the i-th track at the rot,ational angle Gj and was 

defined to be unity for ihjjii< 45’ and zero elsewhere. 

3. A correlation function, C (I&~) := t(djj) f( tij) , was formed for the two 

effects and the average acceptance calculated: . . 
I 

A=+ If qIfGj) . 
j=l 

The weight was then l/A for that event. 

The choice of intervals A$ was determined by the rapidity of the varia- 

tion of t(G). For example, too large an interval might have caused certain 

extrapolated tracks consistcutly to miss the gap in the trigger counters and 

hence to yield a higher efficiency than actually obtained. Such considerations 

led to a choice of 3G intervals of 10’ each. The correction described was 

made by a program ISIS. 8 
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D. Limitation of the Method 

The method described above is valid for a given class of events if two 

conditions are satisfied: 

1. There must be enough events in the class to provide a statistically 

significant sample of all event types included in that class. 

2. All geometric configurations should be represented in the event class. 

Acceptance histograms are given in Fig. 16 for events of the type plr+?r- 
. 

between 4 and 8 GeV; the variation of the weighting with energy is shown in Fig. 17. 

Below 2 GeV the acceptance was poor,making it probable that certain classes of 

events are missing. Hence distributions obtained in this region are suspect. 

Figure 18 shows the variations with photon energy of the total efficiency 

for the reactions yp --+ 7r’r-p and yp- ?r+n-~‘7r-p. In each case the efficiency 

first increases with energy (at low energies particles are swept away from the 

counters by the magnetic field) and reaches a maximum, the peaks occurring 

at 7 and 10 GeV r,espectively.” In the 3-prong case there is a clear decrease 

in efficiency at the highest energies due to particles passing through the hori- 

zontal gap separating the upper and lower trigger counters. For the 5-prong 

events, the effect is not clear. 

E. Effects of the Efficiency on Physical Observables 

A second approach to estimating the cletection efficiency and in addition 

determining whether variations in efficiency affect certain physical quantities, 

was to generate events by Monte Carlo methods. 
8 We consider here, in I 

particular, events of the type yp .+ 7r’7rSp satisfying the following characteristics: 

1. The invariant 7r’n- mass distribution had the mass and width of the p. meson. 

2. The t distribution was of the form e -81t/e 
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;i. ‘rhi sample 01 pholon cnc:ro 1 its had iL bremsstrahlung distribution. 

4. The angular distribution of Lhe p” decay was sin20 in the helicity 

system. 

5. The exact geometry and magnetic field of our experimental setup were 

used. 

The generated Monte-Carlo events are compared with the accepted Monte 

Carlo events as a function of t in Fig. 19. The acceptance function versus 

di-pion mass for the Monte Carlo events is plotted in Fig. 20. The facts 

that the t dependence does not differ appreciably for generated and accepted 

events and that the mass sensitivity is flat in the regions of interest imply 

that the corrections are mainly an overall renormalization of the data and do 

not affect the shape of the experimental distribution. 

Figure 21 shows the fraction of the Monte Carlo events accepted as a 

function of the decay angle OH in the helicity system. Here the flat response 

indicates that the decay distribytion in the helicity frame is not appreciably 
4 

affected by the acceptance function. 

The Monte Carlo efficiency as a function of photon energy is compared 

in Fig. 18 with correspondin, m efficiency determined by rotating real events 

in the manner already described. Within the statistical accuracy of this com- 

parison the agreement is adequate. 

F. Determination of Absolute Cross Sections 

In obtaining absolute cross sections, four pieces of information are 

required: 

1. The total flux of incident photons. 

2. The shape of the bremsstrahlung . 

3. The overall detection efficiency, including the efficiency of the ap- 

paratus and of the data analysis. 

4. The number of events actually observed. 
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As discussed in Section II. E. , relating to the photon beam, the incident 

flux was measured to an accuracy of + 2.59, with a quantameter. This was 

checked to + 10% by monitoring the yield of pairs produced in the chamber. 

Tests of the individual counters used in the experiment gave an efficiency 

of better than 98% and an estimated four-fold trigger efficiency of about 92 + 4%. 

In addition, during short intervals certain counters of the hodoscope mal- 

functioned. Individual rolls of film were corrected on the basis of the particular 

counter area, and the total effect on the experiment was less th& 1%. 

The distribution of event vertices showed a decrease at either end of the 

target. At the upstream end this was due to the fact that certain low-energy 

events never reached the trigger counters. At the downstream end the loss 

was due primarily to the horizontal slot between upper and lower trigger 

counters, These two effects were taken into account in the principal correction 

for detection efficiency made by rotating events about the beam axis in the 

manner already described - aprocedure which we estimate was valid to i 5%. 
4 

A third factor influencing the target fiducial volume was related to the 1.0~ 

magnetic field; particles originating at small angles near the downstream end 

of the target frequently remained within the target tube and were not seen. This 

effect was particularly severe for high-energy 3-prong events, and it has 

caused us to reduce the fiducial volume with increasing energy rather than try 

to correct for these losses. The useful target length was 1.35 m below 8 GeV, 

0.50 m between 8 and 12 GeV, and 0.40 m between 12 and 16 GeV. 

A statistical evaluation of the scanning efficiency gave 99 + 170, as 

mentioned earlier. In addition, there was a systematic inefficiency due to 

ambiguous events that could not bc classified either by energy or by channel. 

Assuming these were distributed in proportion to the populations of normal 
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events, WC’ cstimatccl that there were 460 ambiguout, :&prongs as compared 

with 3182 normal 3-prongs. The scanning efficiency for this effect was then 

87 + 3%. The measuring efficiency, defined as the fraction of all measured 

events which passed the geometrical fitting program SYBIL, was 88 & 2%. 

By combining quadratically the errors given in this section, we have 

obtained an estimate of about & 8% for the systematic uncertainties in our 

absolute-cross-section data. This is in addition to the statistical errors 

calculated from the number of events actually observed in the ifidividual 

channels. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. The reaction yp -+1?7r-p 

1. General Features 

Cross sections for photon energies between 2 and 16 GeV for the reaction 

yp --t a+np are plotted in Fig.. 22 and are tabulated below. Our results are in 

good agreement vkth those of the DES$‘and CEA’l bubble chambers below 

6 GeV and with the SLAC’ bubble chamber exposures to a monochromatic 

beam at 5 and 7.5 GeV. 

The invariant mass distributions for (pr’), (pn-) , and (r+n-) are shown 

in Figs. 23, 24, and 25. In Fig. 23 a prominent A+ (1236 MeV) is seen de- 

creasing rapidly with increasing photon energy. At photon energies above 

2 GeV the production of P” mesons dominates the (7?7r-) distribution of Fig. 25 

and within our statistics is constant with energy. 

Apart from the A* and the P” no other resonance can be positively 

identified at our statistical level. It appears, however, that there may be 

some f” (1260 MeV) between 2 and 4 GcV in Fig. 25, decreasing rapidly at 
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higher cncrgy. The possible csistcnce of (7r+r-) resonances strongly pr(! 

duced by photons is of interest since diffraction production would imply a 

selection of quantum numbers of which J P = l-, those of the photon,are the 

simplest case. Such resonances could play an important role in explaining 

the electromagnetic structure of nucleons as does the p”. Our data set 

limits on the production of such resonances at the level of 0.1 pb per event 

between masses of 1 and 2 GeV (4 < k < 16 GeV) and 0.3 pb per event between 

masses of 2 and 3 GeV (8 < k < 16 GeV). . 

2. The reaction yp -+ p”p 

To calculate the cross section for PO production it is necessary to 

evaluate the fraction of PO’S in the 7r+n- mass spectrum. One must also take 

into account the effects of the reflection of the A* (pi’) resonance and of the 

phase space for production of 7frx- pairs. For the p resonance we have used 

a Breit-Wigner shape 12 

up4 (4 = cp ” 2 

rp w 
(” - m:) +m2pTp2 (m) 

where 

(Fit A) 

(Shape I) 

and where q is the pion momentum in the center-of-mass of the di-pion, and 

r. is the p width. p subscripts for m and q refer to the mean value of the 

di-pion mass. Among other more empirical forms for the width, one fre- 

quently used is 

3 1 + (qp W2 

1 +(qV2 
(Shape II) 
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!I!~( /.:. 1; ; ., .k,, \ f’ililSL:lf!f :‘(!ll;ll IO 3.58 i;C!\T-l. l:ithc~. 0L: thcsc expression? 

gives virtually the same result, and we have used the second form in the 

analysis which follows. The A -I+- resonance has been fitted in the same 

manner as the P . We have fixed m A, fA, and G = 150 MeV so that the 

only free parameters are mp , c P ’ ‘A’ and a phase-space factor, all of 

which we adjust with the program MURTLEBERT. 8 

Figures 26a,b, and c show the best fits to the $7r- mass plots in three 

energy regions. (See Table I, Fit A.) The fitted values of m,, ,(-‘720 MeV) 

are different from those found in pion production or in storage-ring experi- 

ments (-770 MeV) , and the observed shape differs from the above predictions. 

The p mass disagreement increases slightly with energy, although it is 

qtatistically compatible with a constant value. The probabilities for the fits 

shown are very low, and it appears that the eqression (Fit A) for aP (m) is 

ilLi, L\JI’~ CCL. The asyilunctry obsel vcd has been predicted by Ross and 

Stodolsky, Fit B, 12 “P 4 who introduce a - 
( ) 

factor into the cross section 
., m 

by a vector-domifiance calculation in which the mass of the p coupled to the 

photon is the mass of the final state 27r system. The fit is improved but not 

satisfactory,and there are problems with this assumption which lead one to 

look for the causes of the asymmetry in an intcrfcrcnce effect. We have 

tried a third, purely phcnomenological analysis within n region (500-950 McV ) 

near the p resonance (Fit C): 

I(m)==Am+B-i- a,(m) 

where aP (m) is given above. The ,, width and mass determined by this 

analysis arc also given in Table I, Another approach by Siding 12 will be 

considered below. 
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Xn dctcrmining tlk: lraction ul p’:‘. in the .i~+~r- s:mples we have used 

Breit-Wigncr fits (Fit A) which give values statistically compatible with the 

Ross-Stodolsky fits (Fit 13). Fit C dealt only with the central part of the P 

region and was used to study the mass and width. The results are plotted 

in Fig. 2’7 together with earlier DES go measurements. As the energy in- 

creases, the reaction yp + ?r+r-p is more and more dominated by P” production 

which reaches a level of (9’72 4)s in the range 8 to 16 GeV. The cross 

sections for p photoproduction are shown as a function of energy in Fig. 28 

and are tabulated below: 

Photon Energy 1~ O@P - p”p> 

GeV Pb 

2-4 19.2 + 2.3 

4-8 15.6 51.7 

8-16 13.4 -f- 3.6 

The p-production differential cross sections are shown in Fig. 29 and 
I 

Table II as a function of momentum transfer t’ where 

and 

t’ = t - tmill , 
2 2 t =- ( > 

“P 
min 21< . 

At energies above 4 GeV, tlnin differs negligibly from zero. We fit our t 

distributions with the function 

da = Ae-Bt’ 
dt , 

and we use all of the points in Fig. 29 except those at the smallest momentum 

transfer. (The loss of events at very low momentum transfer is due to protons 
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of less than about 60 MeV/c momentum stopping in the 50 p Mylar walls of 

the target tube. ) 

We have studied the angular distributions of the p v 7r”r- decay in two 

reference systems: 

The Jackson frame is defined as the di-pion center-of-mass system with the Z 

direction that of the incident gamma transformed to the di-pion center-of-mass m 

system, with Y perpendicular to the production plane (3~ x & , where i% and 

Fp are overall c. m. system momenta of incident gamma and outgoing di-pion) , 

and X chosen to make right-handed Cartesian system. 

The helicity frame is the same as the Jackson except that the Z direction is the 

dirkction of flight of the di-pion instead of the gamma. 

The angular distribution is then given in terms of the meson-spin density- 

matrix elements p mm’ : 
. . 

(1 - 3 Pll) cos 2 0 - Plel sin20cos2@ - 2Re p10sin28cos #I 
3 

where 2~ 
11 +po() = 1 l 

The Jackson system is well suited to studying exchange processes in the 

t channel. The interpretation is particularly simple when a single particle is 

involved; for example, single-pion exchange gives a sin2BJ distribution. The 

data plotted as a function of cos eJ in Fig. 30 are certainly not of the simple 

sin2 0 J form. 

The angular distributions in the helicity system are given in Fig. 31. For 

events in the range 4 to 16 GeV, we obtain a value of PI: compatible with its 
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:11:Lsimun1 ,;\!tic 1/2 (;I :,iLL’ 011 (ii:jl~L~iI):LtiOn): 

II 
P = 0.53&0.2 4 <kc 16 GeV. 
11 

The off-diagonal matrix elements do not appear in the angular distribution after 

integration over Cp, and poo = (1 - 2pll) is evidently near zero. Our results, 

which are dominated by low-momentum-transfer events, are compatible with 

the PO behaving as a photon. 

Soding 12 has suggested that the observed asymmetry in di-pio_n mass may 

result from an interference by terms in which a pair of pions is coupled to the 

photon, and one of these rescatters from the proton, as shown in the inset in 

Fig. 32a. In applying this suggestion, we have used an analytic expression for 

the diffractive production of the p given by A. Krass 12 from the strong absorption 

model (SAM). There are problems of double counting in this method which are 

not well III~WJ stood. In this calcul;~tLvn the same scattering cross section was 

used for r’ and 7r- . The asymmetry of the resonant peak is reproduced by this 

interference. Its sense is fixed by the relative sign of the interference, which 

is chosen by comparison with the experimental spectrum. The curve obtained 

with a P mass of 765 MeV and a p width of 125 MeV is shown in Fig. 32a, whez!e 

thu strength of the resonance was treated as a fret parameter. A reasonable 

fit is also obtained with the Orsay values of 772 MeV for the P mass and 113 McV 

.lo~% the D width. No other parameters were adjusted. The model predicts an 

effect which we have observed e~xperimentally that the slope of g decreases 

ivi1l-t the mass of p , This is shown in Fig. 32b. The model predicts that the 

interfercncc will have little effect on the decay matris elements. 
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From Lhc fraction of A* * m the pr+ spectrum, we can calculate cross 
- -i-i-. sections for yp - 7r A m various photon-energy intervals. Our mensure- 

ments given below are compatible with those of DESY,lOCEA l1 and of SLAC. l3 

They indicate that I!$2 B is approximately constant as expected qualitatively for 

processes involving meson exchange in the t channel. 

Photon Energy Ey 
GeV 

2-4 

u (?p ---( T- A*) 
I-lb 

3.5 + 1.2 

@)S> 
pb GeV2 

25-48.5 

4-8 0.8 kO.4 33 & 11 

8 - 16 0.3kO.2 34 2 23 

B. The Reaction yp --( K+K-p 

Identification of the reaction ,,p - KfK -p was difficult since our sample of 

..i--~‘rong c’:~,nLv contained about 25 times :~s many pion as kaon final states. The 

basic fitting criterion was a X2 of less than 30. When both pion and lcaon hypoth- 
., 

eses were possible, the fit with the lowest X2 was normally chosen. In most 

cases, however, ionization data provided an effective selection criterion since 

the alternative solutions for 1(-t-) 2(-) 3(+) were p7r-r’ and K’K-p or rs7r-p and 

pl(-K+. After a particular assignment was made, its validity was tested by 

computing n All of the events satisfying X~C 30 are shown in Fig. 33; 

those also satisfying Xt < 30 have a peal; near M2 y = 0 when Xi < X”, and no 

peak when ,Yg > X”, . 

Figure 34 is a mass spectrum for K+K-. In the region of the Cp(l.0 10 - 

1.030 GeV), eighl events satisfy only a kaon solution, while one event also 

satisfies a yion solution, but wi.th a higher X 2 . We evaluated the + cross 

section by malting the usual corrections for geometry nnd by assuming a 
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background of one event in the 20-McV interval at the $I mass. A branching 

ratio of 0.47 for K’K- to all + decay modes was used. The cross section 

between 2 and 16 GeV was then 0.55 + 0.20 pb. 

Figure 35 gives the differential cross section da/dt’ as a function of the 

momentum transfer t’. A fit of the form A e -Bt’ gives the values 

A = (3.4 + 1.8) ,ub/GeV 

B= (6.322.5) GeVm2 . 

These results agree with bubble chamber measurements by DESY-,l” and with 

counter experiments by DESY-MlT14 and by SLACl’: They yield a t dependence 

much weaker than that for p production. 

C. Reactions With More Than One Pair of Pions 

1. The Reaction yp -+ 7r’r-$~-p 

The 3-C events satisfying the hypothesis yp -+ ~r+s-?r’r?r-p are plotted in 

Fig. 36. The cross section increases with photon energy K up to 6 pb at 5 GeV, 

then decreases slowly to about’2 pb at 15 GeV. In Fig. 36 our results together 
I 

with those from the DESY and SLAC bubble chambers are compared with the 

predictions of the Satz 16 model, This calculation uses vector dominance and 

the quark model plus no, and pp inelastic scattering measurements to predict 

yp cross sections. There is some possible disagreement in the form of a 

greater peaking in the S-GeV region. 

The mass spectra for this reaction show two principal characteristics: 

the production of the A* (1236 MeV) is demonstrated in the p7r+ mass plot of 

Fig. 37, and o” production is evident in the n+r- mass plot of Fig. 39a. The 

various 3~ spectra and the 47r spectrum of Fig. 38 show no significant structure 

at our present statistical level; in particular, if one considers events leading to 

the formation of A*, the mass spectrum of the remaining 37r’s shows no indica- 

tion of states such as A1 or A2. The 4~ spectrum is intcrcsting since it could 
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3110~ a hyl)olhctical II p , ’ If :1 llcw VCY*~OJ~ 1r’lcSOn or a Rcgge. recurrance of tlrc 

P (for example Jp = 3-) made by diffraction. No significant evidence for such 

states is seen with our present statistical accuracy. 

2. The Reaction yp --+ p”7r’7r-p 

We have already mentioned the PO peak in the T’~T- mass plot of Fig. 3%. 

Its interpretation is made difficult by the number of combinations. The 7r+7r+ 

and n-n- mass plot of Fig. 3Sb gives an indication of the background present 

in Fig. 3% while providing no evidence for any state of I = 2. The cross section 

for p” production versus photon energy is given in Fig. 39~. 

3. The Reactionyp + -+-+- --+7TT7TTT7lP 

We have found 23 events with six charged pions in the final state. It is 

especially difficult to interpret the various mass spectra in this case because 

of the large number of combinations possible. In the 7?7r- spectrum, for ex- 

ample, there are nine combinations. Thus we give only the cross sections for 

the entire channel; these may be compared with the prediction of Satz 16 who 
. . 

obtains -1 pb in the range 6 - 10 GeV. 

Photon Energy E y 0 ( yp - 7r+a-7r+G+7r-p) 
GeV Pb 

6 - 10 0.9350.3 

10 - 16 0.90 +0.3 

D. Reactions With at Least One 7r” 

In dealing with events that did not have a 3-C solution, we carried out 

kinematic fits assuming there was one missing 7r” . Weak constraints were 

imposed by requiring that the missing neutral have positive energy and that the 

total energy be less than the peak bremsstrahlung energy 16 GcV. In about 

2070 of the events, ionization information permitted an identification of the 

proton. Clearly any mass plot for these data will have large backgrounds; the 
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proton is nut p~~sitivcly .ltlcntificcl in most cases, and in many cases the nlib:jill;: 

neutral is a neutron so that all charged particles are pions. Furthermore, 

in the S-prong sample there are about three times as many events with more 

than one 7r” missing as with a single 1~’ missing.’ 

The narrow width of t-he ~(783 MeV) and the low back&Tound at the beginning 

of the three pion phase space, make possible an investigation of the reactions 

yp--wp, o-7r+n-7f” . The 7r’r-7r” mass plot of Fig. 40 shows an Q peak, with 

data separated into intervals of 2 - 16 GeV and 5 - 16 GeV. In calculating cross 

sections we have estimated the background phenomenologically with a polynomial 

fit between 0.70 and 0.95 GeV. The peak itself was assumed to be Gaussian; 

theoretically one should fold a Gaussian resoidtion with a Breit-Wigner reso- 

nance shape, but in our case the resolution was broader than the natural reso- 

nance width, Specifically, the standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian was 

25 MeV between 2 and 5 GeV and 20 MeV between 5 and 16 GeV. (The natural 

width of the o is 12.6 MeV.) ., 

Using a brancl&g ratio of 90% for o--~“,~” , we obtained the following 

cross sections: 

Photon Energy E,, 0 (YP - WP) 
GeV Pb 

2-5 3.9 + 0.9 

5 - 16 2.6 50.7 

The differential cross section da/dt’ is plotted in Fig. 41 for the two energy 

regions, fitting these with the usual exponential Ae -Bt’ . 

Photon Energy Ey A 
GeV pb/GeV2 

B 
GeV-2 

2-5 35 f. 12 9.0 2 2.6 

5 - 16 25 + 10 9.5 + 2.3 - 
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We have used a phenomenological form suggested by DESY to extract the dif- 

fractive part of the cross section. Here production is split between a one- 

pion-exchange term and a diffractive term. (The amplitudes do not interfere.) 

O(-yp-UP) = c F-1.6 
or= ’ *diff. 

The experimental data and the diffractive part are shown in Fig. 42. 

E. Vector Dominance Model 

It is possible to test the vector-dominance model 17 by using i_t, our data on 

P, w, and 4 photoproduction, and recent measurements on photon vector meson 

coupling constants to derive the total photoproduction cross section. This cross 

section can then be compared with recent measurements of the total photopro- 

duction cross section. 

The vector dominance model (VDM) permits one to write the following re- 

17. lation between amplitudes . 

NYP--ye) = c + A (y~--v;~ P) 
I V’ v’ 

where V1 , V 

‘tr 

stands for Vector meson, 

means the transverse polarization states of V, 

2 em 
and - fvV is the vector meson photon coupling constant. 

From this equation and the optical theorem one can. derive a relation for the 

total yp cross section: 
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where 
Re A&p---Vtrp) 

a = 
V b A (YP -Vt,p) 

ti0 

allows for a possible contribution of a real part of the mostly diffractive 

amplitudes. 

We can now test VDM by evaluating aT(yp) using our measured data and 

recent measurements on the coupling constants, 18 and by comparing the result 

with independent direct measurements of gT(yp). 9,10,11 
- 

There is some uncertainty about ov. Experimental information is avail- 

able only for CI and indicates that a2 is less than 10% and consistent with zero. 
14 

Assuming CY~ = 0 we obtain “;r(yp) from the equation above accurate to about 

200/o, (the isoscalar amplitudes contribute in total only this amount). 

Table III shows the-relative contributions of $, w,and $ to a;,&~). The 

comparison with the directly measured total photon cross section is shown in 

Fig. 43. The agreement appears to be very good and permits one to conclude 

that VDM is valid to rfi 20% in this process. 

Using VDM and our measured data we can also obtain information on the 

high energy total cross section for (Vp) rea.ctions. 

The optical theorem and the VDM equation 

A (ye - vp) = c +- A(Virp -VP) 
V’ v’ 

yield the following relation 17 for the diffractive part of g (-)/~----VP) : 

%&P--VP) 
diff. 2 

t=o 
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where WC ;cxamed 
1. Only ‘elastic’ amplitudes V =: V1 contribute. 

and 
2. Re A(Vp-Vp) ,N 0 . 

Although for the reaction yp-- pp” all experimental evidence suggests a nearly 

pure diffractive process, a nondiffractive contribution in ophotoproduction is 

to be expected, and we use the diffractive portion as obtained at the end of the 

previous section. For c$ photoproduction we assume a pure diffraction process. 

The present experimental data give no information on a possible-real part of the 

amplitude. The results from the evaluation of oT(Vp) are listed in Table IV. 

The P”, o and $ proton total cross sections are in agreement with 

theoretical predictions from the Quark 19 model and from SU(3) with universality 

and symmetry breaking in the Pomeranchuk trajectory. 20 They are also in 

agreement with published cross sections at lower energy (3-5 GeV) obtained 

from photoproduction of P” and 9 on complex nuclei, 14 but disagree with more 

recent measurements by McC.le1ha.n et al. and Bulos et al. 21 
-- -- 

4 
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TABLE I 

Rho Mass Fits 

Photon Energy 

WV) 

Fit A 

“p WeV) 

Fit B 

mp WeV) 

2- 4 725 + 13 758-t 4 

4- 8 ‘711 f. 24 766 + 11 

8 - 16 710 f. 21 770 k 23 

7472 6 80 + 23 

7542 9 - 111 f. 41 

747 f. 47 219 * 195 

I. 

I 



TABLE II 

Rho Momentum Transfer Distributions 

At’ 

(-6 

g (pb/Ge?) 
2 - 4‘GeV 

0 - 0.05 2 78 + 13 

0.05 - 0.1 87 +_ 15 

0.1 - 0.2 6328.3 

0.2 - 0.3 16.8 k4.4 

0.3 - 0.4 12.9 + 3.2 

0.4 - 0.5 3.2 5 2.2 

$! (,ub/Ge?) 
4 - 8 GeV 

2 72 k 13 

74.4 +_ 14 

30.8 25.8 

17.9 & 4.8 

7.1+_ 2.9 

1.8 k1.2 

g (pb/Ge?) 

8 - 16 GeV 

2 50 +20 

68.5 ~23 
- 

34 f. 9 

9.9k5 

3k2.1 

A (pb/GeV2) 178 + 33 133 + 34 152 & 65 

B (GeVe2) 8.3Itl.O 8.9tl.5 11.1 & 2.8 
a* 



TABLE III 

VDM Calculation of oT(y p) (in pb) 

2-4 4-8 8-16 _ 

PO 110 zt 16 95.5 * 13 102 -+- 22 
-26 

2-5 I 5 - 16 

0 18 3+3*4 . 
- 3.7 

1 

2 - 16 

e -I- 7J- 1.5 
1.9 

t 

2-4 4-8 8 - 16 

OT(yp) X35.6* 16 119.4* 14 + 1.24.5-26 22 





1. Side view of the SLAC 2.2-m strea.mer chamber and magnet. 

2. Top view of the SLAC 2.2-m streamer chamber and m.agnet. 

3. Photograph of the streamer chamber installed in the magnet showing two 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

foam cells between three horizontal electrodes. 

Photograph of a foam cell used in the 2.2-m streamer chamber. 

Typical 3-prong event followed by an electron-positron pair. - 

Typical 5-prong event with a flare obscuring the vertex. 

Magnetic field distribution in the 450-ton, 5.8-MW streamer chamber magnet. 

Photon beam layout. 

Energy spectrum of pairs produced in the 2.2-m streamer chamber. 

Distribution of standard deviations for fitted 3-prong events. 

Distribution of 3-prong event vertices perpendicular to the beam direction. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

12a,b,c. Separation of positron-electron pairs in a sample of apparent 5-prong 

events. The kll sample is shown in a, while b and c indicate the sample 

still identified as 5-prongs after events having tracks nearly parallel 

to the beam have been removed. 

13. Number of events versus the calculated mass-squared of the incident photon. 

14. Distribution of events for which only one track intercepted the trigger counters 

(indicated by the two rectangular regions). 

15. Detection efficiency versus dip angle X in degrees for streamer chamber, 

tracks. 

16. Number of events versus detection efficiency for counters, streamer chamber, 

and total system. The acceptance histograms indicate that most event types 

were detected with high efficiency by the counters, with about 50% efficiency 

by the streamer chamber, and with an overall efficiency of about 50% 



17. Ac~~~pt:uncc histo gi’:\lns f(Jr difl’c:X 111 energy 11:~: l-vals. 

18. Total acceptance versus energy for the reactioris yp--- 7r’7r-p and 

-I- -+- yp--7r7r7r?rp. 

19. Generated Monte-Carlo events compared with accepted Monte-Carlo 

events as a function of t. - 

20. Counter acceptance versus dipion mass. 

21. Fraction of Monte-Carlo events accepted versus decay angle OH in the 

helicity system. - 

22. Cross sections versus energy for the reaction rp-$n-p. 

23. Invariant mass distribution for (13~‘) in the reaction yp +- -7r 7r p. 

24. Invariant mass distribution for (pn-) in the reaction yp --?r-p. 

25. Invariant mass distribution for (x’7rV) in the reaction rp -+7?r-p. 

26a,b,c. Corrected n’n mass plots in three energy intervals, The solid 

curves are from Table I, Fit A. 

27. Fraction of p’s in the sample yp-r’+n-p versus energy. 

28. Cross sectior& for PO photoproduction versus energy. 

29a,b,c. Differential cross sections dc/dt’ for P” production as a function of 

momentum transfer t’ 0 

30. Angular distributions for P’ decay in the Jackson system. 

31. Angular dislribution for P” decay in the helicity system. 

32a, b. Corrected $-7riT- mass plot (a) fitted with resonant p production and an 

interfering 2 r background. The variation of the slope parameter E for 

do-/dt is shown as a function of p mass in (b). 

33. Photon mass-squared distributions for events satisfying kaon solutions 

with X2 less than 30. 

34. KSK- mass spectrum in the sample yp-K’K-p. 



3 5 . Diffwon!ial cross sections dcr/clt’ for Q, production as a function of 

momentum transfer t’. 

36. Cross sections versus energy for the reaction yp -~‘,-~+7r-p. 

37. Mass spectrum for ~7;’ in the reaction yp-,r+,,‘?r-p. 

38. Mass spectrum for n+n-n’n- in the reaction ~p~-?;t~-$+n-. 

39a, b, c. Mass spectra for r’n- (a) and for i+r+ and X-T- (b) in the 

40. 

41. 

42. 

reaction yp -t r+n-r+r-p. The cross section versus photon energy 

for the reaction yp 
o+ - -p 7r n pisgiveninc. e 

Comparison of the mass spectra for r+n-r” in the intervals 2-16 GeV and 

5-16 GeV in the reaction yp-p ?n7r”. 

Differential cross section dg/dt’ versus t’ for the reactionyp-up. 

Separation of the one-pion-exchange and diffractive contributions to the 

reaction yp+p. 

43. Comparison of experimental total cross sections with those derived from 

the vector dominance model using data from the SLAC streamer chamber. 
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